
1. Introduction
Thrust wedges (or fold-thrust belts) are the most common deformational features occurring in the Earth's crust 
along the convergent plate boundaries. The great majority of the thrust wedges that have been recognized and 
explored are dominated by imbricate forethrusts or equivalently by forethrusts and backthrusts (e.g., Davis 
et al., 1983; Pennock et al., 1989; and see Bonini, 2007 for review), showing a frontward or a dual structural 
vergence (Figures 1a and 1b). These two types of thrust wedges may be perfectly explained by the Coulomb 
wedge theory (Dahlen, 1990; Davis et al., 1983) and can be well reproduced by analogue as well as numerical 
models (e.g., Cotton & Koyi, 2000; Huiqi et al., 1992; Smit et al., 2003; also see Graveleau, et al., 2012 and 
Buiter, 2012 for review). However, the origin of backward-vergent thrust wedges (dominated by imbricate back-
thrusts), which are uncommon in nature (such as that in Cascadia, see Figure 1c) and can only be reproduced 
in a few models under specific conditions (e.g., Bonini, 2007; Gutscher et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2007, 2016), is 
difficult to be explained properly by the classic Coulomb wedge theory, which considers only a 2D perspective.

A number of factors have been considered to influence the structural vergence of thrust wedges, such as 
geometry and strength of backstop (Bonini et  al.,  2000; Byrne et  al.,  1993; Lallemand et  al.,  1994; Rossetti 
et al., 2002), strength and dip of basal décollement (Dahlen, 1990; Davis et al., 1983; Huiqi et al., 1992; Koyi 
& Vendeville,  2003; Rossetti et  al.,  2000; Smit et  al.,  2003), thickness and strength of brittle overburden 
(Dahlen, 1990; Davis et al., 1983; Huiqi et al., 1992; Lohrmann et al., 2003; Teixell & Koyi, 2003), brittle over-
burden/basal shear strength ratio (Bonini, 2001, 2003; Couzens-Schultz et al., 2003), lateral rheological contrast 
of strata (Bonini, 2007; Cotton & Koyi, 2000), and even the initial surface slope or topography of deformed 
regions (Marques & Cobbold, 2002, 2006; Pons & Mourgues, 2012). Additionally, some particular factors were 
thought to be responsible for the origin of backward-vergent thrust wedges, such as landward-dipping and very 
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weak basal décollement (e.g., MacKay,  1995; MacKay et  al.,  1992; Seely,  1977; Tobin et  al.,  1993; Under-
wood, 2002; Zhou et al., 2007), seaward-dipping backstop (e.g., Byrne et al., 1993; Byrne & Hibbard, 1987; 
Gulick et al., 1998; Gutscher et al., 2001), across-strike variation of rheology and reversal of relative shear direc-
tion in basal décollement (e.g., Bonini, 2007), as well as specific shortening rates (e.g., Gutscher et al., 2001). 
Almost all of these considerations are from a 2D perspective and most of the factors proposed for the origin of 
backward-vergent thrust wedges are difficult to be verified properly by analogue as well as numerical modeling.

Lateral friction exerted by sidewalls of models was generally considered to influence only the portions of models 
close to the sidewalls and have no substantial effect on the results of entire models in previous studies (e.g., Cotton 
& Koyi, 2000; Huiqi et al., 1992; Marques & Cobbold, 2002; Smit et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2007). A few analogue 
models, however, revealed that both the direction and the magnitude of lateral shear stress (τs) on the lateral side 
of sand layer, exerted by the friction of sidewalls (Costa & Vendeville, 2002, 2004; Souloumiac et al., 2012; 
Vendeville, 1991, 2007) or by the contiguous blocks due to the lateral rheological contrast (Bonini, 2007; Cotton 
& Koyi, 2000), may strongly affect or even control the deformation evolution and structural vergence of thrust 
wedges, especially in the presence of weak décollements. The phenomenon that thrust wedges in nature generally 
have a curved shape in plain view (e.g., Bahroudi & Koyi, 2003; Cotton & Koyi, 2000) due to the along-strike 
difference in the velocity of deformation propagation suggests that τs is widespread not only in analogue models 
but also in nature during the development of thrust wedges. Additionally, the fact that analogue models with a 
same ratio of brittle overburden strength to basal shear strength but with different ratios of τs to basal shear stress 
(τd, exerted by the silicone layer or weak décollement on the base of sand layer or brittle overburden) or with 
different directions of τs may have very different structural vergences (Costa & Vendeville, 2002, 2004; Zhou 
et al., 2016) indicates that the τs/τd ratio and the direction of τs, rather than the brittle overburden/basal shear 
strength ratio, might have controlled the structural vergence of thrust wedges. Furthermore, the models of Zhou 
et al. (2016) clearly revealed that: (a) different τs directions may cause thrust wedges to be of different or even 
opposite structural vergences; (b) structural vergence of thrust wedges may change with the τs/τd ratio; and (c) 
purely backward-vergent thrust wedges may be formed under the condition of backward-directed τs and very 
high τs/τd ratio but will disappear from the identical model when the τs becomes zero (achieved by removing the 
sidewalls of the model). All these facts indicate that τs may strongly influence or even control the development of 
thrust wedges and there may be a close relationship between the structural vergence of thrust wedges and the τs/τd 

Figure 1. Typical thrust wedges on the world. (a) Purely frontward-vergent thrust wedge in Canadian Rockies (after Davis 
et al. [1983]). (b) Dually vergent thrust wedge in Salt Range (after Pennock et al. [1989]). (c) Purely backward-vergent thrust 
wedge in Cascadia (after Gutscher et al. [2001]). Dark layers are weak décollements.
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ratio, not only in analogue models but also in nature. This implies that the origin or dynamics of thrust wedges 
needs to be considered from a 3D perspective (rather than only from a 2D perspective as in the classic Coulomb 
wedge theory), as stated by Vendeville (2007): “edge effects (i.e., the effects of τs) can strongly influence, or even 
totally control, the evolution of the entire model, far from the lateral boundaries. The mechanics of a physical 
model, like that of natural geologic systems, is always three-dimensional.”

However, due to the lack of systematic analogue as well as numerical modeling experiments, the relationship 
between the structural vergence of thrust wedges and the τs/τd ratio is still far from being fully understood. The 
Eastern Sichuan–Xuefeng fold-thrust belt (ESXFTB) located in South China is characterized by two oppositely 
vergent thrust systems at different crustal levels. Its origin has confused the researchers of this region for many 
years and has not been proved by analogue or numerical models. Revealing the relationship between the τs/τd 
ratio and the structural vergence of thrust wedges may help to understand deeply and provide a universal expla-
nation for the origin or dynamics of all kinds of thrust wedges as well as the ESXFTB, especially those cannot be 
properly explained by the classic Coulomb wedge theory.

In this study, we conducted systematic analogue experiments to address the aforementioned issues. Our experi-
mental results have successfully revealed that the relationship between the structural vergence of thrust wedges 
and the τs/τd ratio and corroborated that lateral shear stress (or friction) condition is a very important factor 
determining the structures of the entire models, rather than only influencing the portions of models close to the 
sidewalls.

2. Geologic Setting of the ESXFTB
The Eastern Sichuan–Xuefeng fold-thrust belt (ESXFTB) is located in the middle-upper Yangtze block of South 
China and comprises four deformation domains, including the Eastern Sichuan, the Western Hunan–Hubei, the 
Xuefeng, and the Xiangzhong–Lianyuan domains (Figure 2a). It shows a northwestward-convex curvature in 
plain view and hence is generally considered to be a product of the northwestward shortening that occurred 
during middle Mesozoic time (He et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2013). Additionally, this northwest-
ward-convex curvature suggests the existence of southeastward-directed τs on its two lateral boundaries during its 
northwestward propagation (Figure 2a). The cross section (interpreted from the seismic reflection profile and the 
surface geology) across its central part shows that it comprises two oppositely vergent thrust systems at its upper 
and middle crusts (Figure 2b), accompanied by two major weak décollements (Figure 2c), respectively. Its upper 
crustal thrust system, composed of Upper Archean, Paleozoic, and Triassic strata, is dominated by northwest-di-
rected thrusts, showing a typical northwestward vergence, whereas its middle crustal thrust system, composed 
of Middle and Lower Archean strata, is occupied almost completely by southeast-directed imbricate thrusts, 
showing a purely southeastward vergence (Figure 2b). Because the middle crustal thrust system shows a struc-
tural vergence opposite to the northwestward Mesozoic shortening direction of this region as well as the struc-
tural vergence of the upper crustal thrust system, some researchers argued that the middle crustal thrust system 
was produced from an earlier tectonic phase, such as the Paleoproterozoic Yangtze-Cathaysia collision (Dong 
et al., 2015). If this argument is correct, the later northwestward Mesozoic shortening, which had caused intense 
northwestward thrusting in the upper crustal thrust system, should have evidently left its imprints on the earlier 
middle crustal thrust system. However, no evidence for such a deformation superimposition can be observed 
from the cross section (Figure 2b). This implies that the two oppositely vergent thrust systems in the ESXFTB 
may be the products of the same single northwestward Mesozoic shortening. Thus, in addition to the Cascadia 
thrust wedge (Figure 1c), the southeastward-vergent middle crustal thrust system of the ESXFTB (Figure 2b) 
may be another large purely backward-vergent thrust wedge and the ESXFTB may be the first example of large 
purely backward-vergent thrust wedge accompanied by a frontward-vergent upper thrust system recognized on 
the world. Although some analogue models have shown apparently different structural vergences between the 
thrust systems at different levels (e.g., Couzens-Schultz, et al., 2003; Sherkati, et al., 2006), neither analogue 
nor numerical models shortened from one end has successfully reproduced a structure similar to the ESXFTB 
(Figure 2b), simultaneously with a purely backward-vergent lower thrust system and a typical frontward-vergent 
upper thrust system. Therefore, how the single northwestward Mesozoic shortening can produce the ESXFTB 
and whether the origin of the ESXFTB is due to its different thrust systems having different τs/τd ratios are still 
problematic.
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3. Analogue Modeling
Two types of sandbox models with one weak basal décollement (Type A models) and two weak décollements 
(Type B models), respectively, were designed in this study. The experiments of these models were conducted 
systematically under a wide range of τs/τd ratios. The experimental results of them were used to explore the 
relationship between τs/τd ratio and structural vergence of thrust wedges in the presence of one weak basal 
décollement (Type A models) and the origin of the particular structure in the ESXFTB (Type B models), respec-
tively. Considering that the τs of models is difficult to be changed significantly (because the frictional coefficient 
between the quartz sand and the glass sidewall of the models cannot be changed significantly), in this study we 
chose to change the τd of models of to achieve a wide range of the τs/τd ratios.

3.1. Model Construction and Analogue Materials

In this study, we adopted a 20-cm wide rectangular sandbox rig with the front wall and two glass sidewalls fixed 
on the steel base plate of the rig. All the models have an initial length of 100 cm and were shortened by 45 cm by 
moving the back wall inwards, driven by a computer-controlled step motor (Figures 3a and 3b). Thus, the direc-
tion of τs in these models is opposite to the direction of shortening (Figure 3c). During the experiments, sidewall 
views of the models were photographed at fixed displacement intervals by a computer-controlled digital camera. 
All experiments were performed at the Tectonophysics Laboratory of China University of Petroleum in Beijing.

Figure 2. Structural features as well as strata strength profile of the Eastern Sichuan–Xuefeng fold-thrust belt (ESXFTB). (a) USGS Gtopo30 DEM (digital elevation 
model) map showing the tectonic sketch of the ESXFTB (based on Figure 1 of He et al. [2018]), with the lateral boundaries denoted by two white thick dashed lines. 
Two white semi-arrows denote the direction of lateral stress and one white arrow denotes the shortening direction. (b) Cross-section across the southeastern part of the 
ESXFTB (see Figure 2a for location) compiled based on the interpretation of seismic reflection profile in combination with ground geological data (Zhang et al., 2013), 
showing a typical northwestward structural vergence its upper crustal thrust system and a purely southeastward structural vergence in its middle crustal thrust system. 
(c) Simplified crustal strength profile of the ESXFTB (based on Dong et al. [2015]; Zhang et al. [2013]) and corresponding analogue materials adopted in the 
analogue models of this study, showing two major weak décollements lying, respectively, on the top of lower crust and at the bottom of upper crust. Ar = Archean; 
Pt = Proterozoic; Z = Sinian; Pz = Paleozoic; T = Triassic.
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Dry quartz sand with Mohr-Coulomb behavior and silicone putty with Newtonian fluid behavior have been gener-
ally regarded as excellent analogue materials for simulating the frictional behavior of brittle overburdens and the 
ductile behavior of weak décollements, respectively (e.g., Bonini, 2007; Costa & Vendeville, 2002; Cotton & 
Koyi, 2000). Dry quartz sand adopted in this study has a grain size of 0.30–0.45 mm, a bulk density of 1.43 g/
cm 3. Its internal friction coefficient and the frictional coefficient between it and the glass sidewall are 0.65 and 
0.15, respectively, both of which were measured with a Hubbert-type shear box. Three types of transparent sili-
cone putty (produced by Guangzhou Shisheng Chemical Ltd of China), which within the range of strain rates in 
analogue modeling, were adopted to simulate the weak salt or shale décollement (with a density of ∼2.2 g/cm 3) in 
Type A models and the weak schist décollement in the lower part of Ar3–Pt2 formation (with a density of ∼2.4 g/
cm 3) and the weak lower crust (with a density of ∼2.9 g/cm 3) in Type B models (see Figure 2c). They have a 
density of 0.94 g/cm 3 and a viscosity (measured by a numerical Brookfield Type viscometer at room tempera-
tures) of 1.77 × 10 3 Pa·s (silicone 1), 9.47 × 10 3 Pa·s (silicone 2) and 2.29 × 10 4 Pa·s (silicone 3), respectively.

3.1.1. Type A Models

This type of models adopted a 3-cm-thick sand layer to simulate brittle overburden, which overlies a 1- or 
0.5-cm-thick basal silicone layer (composed of silicone 1 or silicone 3) that simulates a weak basal décollement 
(Figure 3a). The initial τs can be calculated according to the thickness (Hb) and the bulk density (ρb) of the sand 
layer, the frictional coefficient between the sand layer and the glass sidewall (μg) and the acceleration of grav-
ity (g), equal to ρgμg (Hb/2). Furthermore, the initial τd can be calculated according to the shortening velocity 
of the models (v), the viscosity (η), and the thickness (Hd) of the silicone layer, equal to vη/Hd (for details, see 
Bonini, 2001).

The value of τd was changed by varying the value of v, as well as the values of Hd and η in the two end member 
models ZC22 and ZC12 (Table 1). In the model ZC22, to achieve a very high τd of 686.40 Pa, we had to decrease 

Figure 3. Cross-sectional views of model configurations. (a) Type A models, with a single basal décollement (1- or 
0.5-cm-thick) simulated with transparent silicone (green, same in Type B models). (b) Type B models, with two décollements 
(1-cm-thick) embedded in two 2.5-cm-thick sand layers and lying on the base of model, respectively. The sand layers in all the 
models have different colors but identical mechanical properties. Note that the direction of lateral shear stress (τs, denoted by 
semi-arrow) in the models is opposite to the direction of shortening (denoted by arrow). (c) 3D illustration of the relationship 
between the directions of shortening and lateral shear stress in the models, with the width exaggerated by a factor of ∼4 for 
clarity.
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its Hd to 0.5 cm because its v (1.5 × 10 −2  cm/s) has been close to the maximum velocity permission of our 
deformation device. In the model ZC12, to achieve a very low τd of 0.30 Pa and limit the experimental time to 
a bearable length of 75 hr, we had to decrease its η to 1.77 × 10 3 Pa·s (otherwise its experimental time would 
reach an unbearable value of >750 hr and its v would be much less than the minimum velocity permission of our 
deformation device). Meanwhile, the τs of these models remains at 31.53 Pa because it is equal to ρgμg (Hb/2), 
independent of v. Thus, Type A models were performed under fourteen different τs/τd ratios, with a wide range 
from 0.05 to 105.10. In this paper, eight representatives of them were selected for the discussion of the relation-
ship between τs/τd ratio and structural vergence of thrust wedges in the presence of one weak basal décollement 
(for details, see Table 1).

3.1.2. Type B Models

According to the crustal strength profile of the ESXFTB (Figure 2c), this type of model adopted two 2.5-cm-thick 
sand layers to simulate the brittle middle and the upper crusts and two 1-cm-thick silicone layers to simulate 
the weak décollement lying on the top of lower crust and the weak décollement at the bottom of upper crust 
composed of schist in the lower part of Ar3–Pt2 formation, respectively (Figure 3b). Their lower silicone layer 
is made up of silicone 1 or silicone 3, while their upper silicone layer is made up of silicone 2 or silicone 3. 
The initial lateral shear stresses on the lower sand layer (τs1) and the upper sand layer (τs2) can be calculated 
according to the thicknesses of the lower sand layer (Hb1) and the upper sand layer (Hb2), the thickness of the 
upper silicone layer (Hd2), ρb (the bulk density of the sand layer), the bulk density of the silicone layer (ρd), the 
frictional coefficient between the sand layer and the glass sidewall (μg) and the acceleration of gravity (g), equal 
to μgg [ρb (Hb2 + Hb1/2) + ρdHd2] and ρbgμg (Hb2/2), respectively. In addition, the initial basal shear stresses on the 
lower sand layer (τd1) and the upper sand layer (τd2) can be calculated according to the shortening velocity of the 
models (v), the viscosities of the lower silicone layer (η1) and the upper silicone layer (η2), and the thicknesses 
of the lower silicone layer (Hd1) and the upper silicone layer (Hd2), equal to vη1/Hd1 and vη2/Hd2, respectively (for 
details, see Bonini, 2001).

In these models, to achieve different τs/τd ratios in the two different thrust systems at the same time, the two sili-
cone layers must have different viscosity values (η1, η2). Thus, by varying v of the models (from 1.5 × 10 −2 cm/s 
to 1.7 × 10 −4 cm/s) and η1 and η2 of the two silicone layers, Type B models were performed under thirteen combi-
nations of different τs1/τd1 ratios (lower sand layer, ranging from 0.27 to 308.83) and τs2/τd2 ratios (upper sand 
layer, ranging from 0.08 to 6.89). In this paper, three representatives of them were selected for the discussion of 
the origin of the ESXFTB (for details, see Table 2).

Model v cm/s t h Hb cm Hd cm ρb g/cm 3 ρd g/cm 3 μg η Pa·s τs Pa τd Pa τs/τd

ZC22 1.5 × 10 −2 0.83 3 0.5 1.43 0.94 0.15 2.29 × 10 4 31.53 686.40 0.05

ZC20 1.5 × 10 −2 0.83 3 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 2.29 × 10 4 31.53 343.20 0.09

ZC19 1.0 × 10 −2 1.24 3 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 2.29 × 10 4 31.53 225.21 0.14

ZC18 9.2 × 10 −3 1.37 3 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 2.29 × 10 4 31.53 210.50 0.15

ZC17 8.3 × 10 −3 1.50 3 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 2.29 × 10 4 31.53 189.90 0.17

ZC16 1.2 × 10 −3 10.38 3 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 2.29 × 10 4 31.53 27.26 1.15

ZC13 1.0 × 10 −3 12.50 3 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 2.29 × 10 4 31.53 22.88 1.38

ZC12 1.7 × 10 −4 75.00 3 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 1.77 × 10 3 31.53 0.30 105.10

Note. v = Shortening velocity; t = Experimental time; Hb = Thickness of the sand layer (brittle overburden); Hd = Thickness of 
the silicone layer (ductile décollement); ρb = Bulk density of the sand layer; ρd = Density of the silicone layer; μg = Frictional 
coefficient between the sand layer and the glass sidewall; η = Viscosity of the silicone layer; g = acceleration of gravity; 
τs = Initial lateral shear stress on the sand layer exerted by the sidewall friction, equal to ρgμg (Hb/2); τd = Initial basal shear 
stress on the sand layer exerted by the silicone layer, equal to vη/Hd.

Table 1 
Experimental Parameters of Type A Models
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3.2. Model Scaling

3.2.1. Type A Models

The parameters in models and in nature are shown in Table  3. The models may simulate a 3-km-thick and 
100-km-long brittle overburden overlying a 0.5- or 1-km-thick weak décollement. The density of brittle overbur-
den (ρb) and the density of weak décollement (ρd) in nature are taken to be 2.60 g/cm 3 and 2.20 g/cm 3, respec-
tively, as estimated in Cotton and Koyi (2000). The internal friction coefficient (μ) and cohesion of the brittle 
overburden (c) in nature are taken to be 0.6–0.85 and ca. 4 × 10 7 Pa, respectively, as estimated in Bonini (2003). 
According to Bonini (2007), the viscosity of the weak décollement (η) in nature is assumed to be ca. 10 19 Pa·s. 
The cohesion of sand layer (c) in the models is taken to be ca. 80 Pa, as estimated by Bonini (2003). Accordingly, 
the ratios of model-to-nature for cohesion c* and stress σ* were calculated to be 2 × 10 −6 and 6 × 10 −6, respec-
tively (Table 3), which are within the same order of magnitude, suggesting that Type A models fulfill a dynamic 
similarity criterion (Bonini et al., 2012; Cotton & Koyi, 2000). According to the ratio of model-to-nature for 
strain rate ε*, time t* and shortening velocity v*, it is estimated that Type A models may simulate the shortening 
occurring in nature over 0.25–290 m.y. at a velocity of 0.02–18 cm/yr (Table 3).

Model v cm/s t h
Hb1 Hb2 

cm
Hd1 Hd2 

cm
ρb g/
cm 3

ρd g/
cm 3 μg η1 Pa·s η2 Pa·s τs1/τd1

τs2/
τd2

ZC49 3.3 × 10 −3 3.75 2.5 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 1.77 × 10 3 2.29 × 10 4 15.86 0.34

ZC47 1.4 × 10 −3 8.83 2.5 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 1.77 × 10 3 2.29 × 10 4 37.36 0.81

ZC52 8.3 × 10 −4 15 2.5 1 1.43 0.94 0.15 1.77 × 10 3 9.47 × 10 3 68.63 5.00

Note. v  =  Shortening velocity; t  =  Experimental time; Hb1  =  Thickness of the lower sand layer (brittle overburden); 
Hb2 = Thickness of the upper sand layer (brittle overburden); Hd1 = Thickness of the lower silicone layer (ductile décollement); 
Hd2 = Thickness of the upper silicone layer (ductile décollement); ρb = Bulk density of the sand layer; ρd = Density of the 
silicone layer; μg = Frictional coefficient between the sand layer and the glass sidewall; η1 = Viscosity of the lower silicone 
layer; η2 = Viscosity of the upper silicone layer; g = acceleration of gravity; τs1 = Initial lateral shear stress on the lower sand 
layer exerted by the sidewall friction, equal to μgg[ρb(Hb2 + Hb1/2) + ρdHd2]; τs2 = Initial lateral shear stress on the upper sand 
layer exerted by the sidewall friction, equal to ρbgμg(Hb2/2); τd1 = Initial basal shear stress on the lower sand layer exerted by 
the lower silicone layer, equal to vη1/Hd1; τd2 = Initial basal shear stress on the upper sand layer exerted by the upper silicone 
layer, equal to vη2/Hd2.

Table 2 
Experimental Parameters of Type B Models

Parameter Model Nature Model/nature ratio (*)

ρb (g/cm 3) 1.43 2.60 ρb* = 0.55

ρd (g/cm 3) 0.94 2.20 ρ* = 0.43

µ 0.65 0.6–0.85 µ* = 0.76–1.08

c (Pa) 80 4 × 10 7 c* = 2 × 10 −6

η (Pa·s) 1.77 × 10 3–2.29 × 10 4 10 19 η* = 1.77 × 10 −16–2.29 × 10 −15

g (m/s 2) 9.81 9.81 g* = 1

l (m) 0.01 1,000 l* = 1 × 10 −5

σ (Pa) 421 7.06 × 10 7 σ* = 6 × 10 −6

ε (/s) 1.7 × 10 −4–3.0 × 10 −2 5.01 × 10 −15–1.15 × 10 −11 ε* = σ*/η* = 2.62 × 10 9–3.39 × 10 10

t (h) 0.83–75 2.17 × 10 9–2.54 × 10 12 (0.25–290 m.y.) t* = 1/ε* = 2.95 × 10 −11–3.82 × 10 −10

v (cm/s) 1.7 × 10 −4–1.5 × 10 −2 5.01 × 10 −10–5.73 × 10 −7 (0.02–18 cm/yr) v* = l*/t* = 2.62 × 10 4–3.39 × 10 5

Note. µ = Internal friction coefficient of the brittle overburden; c = Cohesion of the brittle overburden; η = Viscosity of the 
ductile décollement; g = Gravity acceleration; l = Length; σ = Stress (equal to ρbgHb); ε = Strain rate (equal to v/Hd).

Table 3 
Scaling Parameters Between Type A Models and Nature
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3.2.2. Type B Models

Table  4 shows the parameters in models and in nature. The models may simulate two 12.5-km-thick and 
500-km-long brittle overburdens, respectively, overlying two 5-km-thick weak décollements. The densities of 
brittle lower and upper overburdens in nature are taken to be 2.70 g/cm 3 (ρb1) and 2.40 g/cm 3 (ρb2), respectively, 
and the densities of weak lower and upper décollements in nature are taken to be 2.90 g/cm 3 (ρd1) and 2.40 g/cm 3 
(ρd2), respectively, estimated based on Bonini (2003) and Corti et al. (2003). The internal friction coefficient and 
cohesion of the brittle overburden (μ and c) in nature are estimated to be 0.6–0.85 and 4 × 10 7 Pa, respectively, 
and the μ and the c in the models are estimated to be 0.65 and ca. 80 Pa, respectively (same as in Type A models). 
Accordingly, the ratios of model-to-nature for cohesion c* and for stress σ* were calculated to be 2 × 10 −6 and 
1.07 × 10 −6, respectively, which are within the same order of magnitude, suggesting that Type B models also 
fulfill a dynamic similarity criterion (Bonini et al., 2012; Cotton & Koyi, 2000). The deformation time in nature 
is estimated to be ∼100 m.y. based on He et al. (2018). According to the ratios of model-to-nature for time t*, 
for shortening velocity v*, for strain rate ε*, and for viscosity of weak décollements η*, it is estimated that Type 
B models may simulate the middle and the upper crusts with two weak décollements, respectively, of a viscos-
ity 9.67 × 10 19–3.87 × 10 20 and 5.17 × 10 20–5.01 × 10 21 that were shortened at a velocity of ∼0.22 cm/yr for 
∼100 m.y. (Table 4).

3.3. Data Processing

Position and initiation sequence of thrusts in photographs of sequential sidewall views of the models were high-
lighted by line drawing and numbering, which are used to analyze the deformation evolution and structural 
vergence of the models. Shortenings accommodated, respectively, by backthrusts and forethrusts in Type A 
models were measured from the final stage photographs (after 45 cm shortening) of the models, which are used 
to analyze the change of total shortening accommodated, respectively, by backthrusts and forethrusts with the 
τs/τd ratio. According to the displacement increment differences among the pixels of two adjacent sidewall view 
photographs, fields of the velocity and the strain rate of the models at different shortening stages were derived 
by MicroVec, a commercial software of PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) developed by Vision Asia Pte. Ltd. of 
China (see Adam et al., 2005 for the principle), which may quantitatively illustrate the deformation evolution of 
the models.

Parameter Model Nature Model/nature ratio (*)

ρb1 (g/cm 3) 1.43 2.70 ρb1* = 0.53

ρb2 (g/cm 3) 1.43 2.40 ρb2* = 0.60

ρd1 (g/cm 3) 0.94 2.90 ρd1* = 0.32

ρd2 (g/cm 3) 0.94 2.40 ρd2* = 0.39

µ 0.65 0.6–0.85 µ* = 0.76–1.08

c (Pa) 80 4 × 10 7 c* = 2 × 10 −6

g (m/s 2) 9.81 9.81 g* = 1

l (m) 0.01 5,000 l* = 2 × 10 −6

σ (Pa) 794 7.43 × 10 8 σ* = 1.07 × 10 −6

t (h) 3.75–15 8.76 × 10 11 (100 m.y.) t* = 4.28 × 10 −12–1.71 × 10 −11

v (cm/s) 8.3 × 10 −4–3.3 × 10 −3 7.1 × 10 −9 (0.22 cm/yr) v* = l*/t* = 1.17 × 10 5–4.67 × 10 5

ε (/s) 8.3 × 10 −4–3.3 × 10 −3 1.42 × 10 −14 ε* = 1/t* = 5.85 × 10 10–2.34 × 10 11

η1 (Pa·s) 1.77 × 10 3 9.67 × 10 19–3.87 × 10 20 η1* =  σ*/ε* = 4.57 × 10 −18–1.83 × 10 −17

η2 (Pa s) 9.47 × 10 3–2.29 × 10 4 5.17 × 10 20–5.01 × 10 21 η2* = σ*/ε* = 4.57 × 10 −18–1.83 × 10 −17

Note. ρb1 = Density of the lower brittle overburden; ρb2 = Density of upper brittle overburden; ρd1 = Density of the lower 
ductile décollement; ρd2 = Density of the upper ductile décollement; σ = Stress (equal to ρb1gHb1 + ρd2gHd2 + ρb2gHb2).

Table 4 
Scaling Parameters Between Type B Models and Nature
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3.4. Limitation of the Analogue Models

In the rear parts of some Type A models with lower τs/τd ratios (such as models ZC16–20 and ZC22), due to 
the diapiric rise of silicone layer along the vertical moving back wall and the existence of lateral friction from 
the glass sidewalls, the sand layers of early emplaced internal units progressively uplifted and slumped over 
the more external units, showing a slope exceeding the rest angle of the sand in the rear parts of these models 
(for details, see the results of Type A models shown in Section 4.1). This phenomenon is very dissimilar from 
natural prototypes but common in many analogue models (e.g., Bonini et al., 2000; Bahroudi & Koyi, 2003; 
Bonini, 2001, 2003 and 2007). However, all of these models remained their structural vergences throughout their 
deformation processes. This indicates that this phenomenon has not significantly affected the structural vergence 
of the models and hence cannot substantially change the conclusions of the relationship between τs/τd ratio and 
structural vergence of thrust wedges in this study.

Considering that the thicknesses of the upper and the lower weak décollements in the ESXFTB (Figure 3c) is 
not well constrained (He et al., 2018), taking 5 km (i.e., 1 cm in the models) for them in Type B models may not 
exactly reflect the actual conditions. However, because τd is a function of v, η, and Hd (equal to vη/Hd), rather than 
only the thickness of décollement, this simplification of décollement thicknesses in the models may not substan-
tially affect the discussion of the relationship between the τs/τd ratio and the structural vergence of the ESXFTB. 
Erosion and synshortening sedimentation were not taken into account in our models because they generally do 
not cause substantial changes in structural vergence, although they may influence the deformation evolution of 
thrust wedges to a certain extent (e.g., Cruz et al., 2010; Persson & Sokoutis, 2002; Smit et al., 2010).

Additionally, different from the condition in nature, the lower silicone layer in Type B models, which simulates 
the lower weak décollement on the top of lower crust, has a density lower than the overlying sand layer that 
simulates the brittle middle crust (Figure 2c). In principle, this density inversion in the models could induce the 
diapiric emplacement of silicone layer into the overlying sand layer and hence change the deformation behavior of 
the silicone layer. However, the lower silicone layer in the models shows no apparent diapirism and its deforma-
tion is still dominated by horizontal shearing (for details, see the results of Type B models shown in Section 4.2), 
similar to that of its prototype (Figure 2b). Therefore, this technical expedient in the density of analogue material 
has no significant influence on the deformation behavior of the lower silicone layer and hence may not substan-
tially affect the results of Type B models.

4. Modeling Results
Similar to most of the previous models with homogeneous brittle overburdens and décollements (e.g., Bonini, 2001; 
Borderie et al., 2018; Costa & Vendeville, 2002; Cubas et al., 2010; Marques & Cobbold, 2002; Smit et al., 2003; 
Zhou et al., 2016), all of these models show no apparent along-strike differences in structural vergence except 
for a slightly frontward-convex curvature (see Figure S1a in Supporting Information S1 for example), suggesting 
that sidewall views of the models can well represent the deformation features of the entire models. Key models of 
this study were repeated for two to three times to demonstrate the experimental reproducibility and similar results 
were obtained (see Figure S1b–S1d in Supporting Information S1 for examples).

4.1. Type A Models

The eight representatives (Table 1) of Type A models clearly show progressive change in the structural vergence 
as well as the development of thrust wedges with the increase of τs/τd ratio.

4.1.1. Frontward-Vergent Models

Both, models ZC22 and ZC20 with a τs/τd ratio of 0.05 and 0.09, respectively (Table 1), show a frontward struc-
tural vergence.

Model ZC22 (�s∕�d = 0.05) 

Deformation initiated with the formation of forethrusts in front of the moving back wall (Figure 4a). As short-
ening proceeded, new forethrusts developed forward in-sequence (Figures 4b–4e). As the shortening increased 
from 9 cm to 45 cm, this model showed a gradual increase in the length and height of thrust wedge, from 17.6 
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to 39.4 cm and from 8.0 to 13.7 cm, respectively (Figure S2a in Supporting Information S1). However, due to 
diapiric rise of silicone layer along the vertical moving back wall, the rear part of sand layer progressively uplifted 
and rotated frontward, leading to dip direction reverse of some earlier faults (e.g., F1, F2, and F3 in Figure 4d) 
and slumping of some surface sand (Figures 4b–4e). Additionally, due to the existence of lateral friction (exerted 
by the glass sidewalls), the slumped sand usually maintained a slope (∼36°) exceeding the rest angle (∼33°) of 
the sand (Figure 4e). Similar phenomena can also be observed in some Type A models with lower τs/τd ratios 
(e.g., models ZC16–20) as well as in some previous models (e.g., Bahroudi & Koyi, 2003; Bonini et al., 2000; 
Bonini, 2001, 2003 and 2007).

As shortening increased, the high rate zone of linear strain (HRZLS) in X-direction, which may better illustrate 
the strain strength of thrusts (especially those with a dip angle less than 45°), shifted progressively forward in an 
in-sequence manner. At the stage of 9 cm shortening, one major HRZLS occurred at the toe of the moving back 
wall (Figure 4f). When the model underwent 18 cm shortening, two new HRZLSs formed along the backthrust 
7 and the forethrust 8, respectively, while the early formed HRZLS remained active at the toe of the moving 
back wall (Figure 4g). As shortening increased to 27 cm, the early formed HRZLSs gradually faded while a new 
HRZLS formed along the forethrust 11 (Figure 4h). At the stage of 36 cm shortening, the HRZLS at the toe of 
the moving back wall was reactivated and a new HRZLS formed along the forethrust 14, while the early formed 
HRZLS along the forethrust 11 faded (Figure 4i). After 45 cm shortening, the HRZLS at the toe of the moving 
back faded again and the HRZLS along the forethrust was reactivated, while the early formed HRZLS along the 
forethrust 14 remained active, a new HRZLS formed along the forethrust 17 and a backward-vergent HRZLS 
formed between the forethrusts 14 and 17 (Figure 4j).

This model is dominated by narrowly spaced thrusts, showing a typical frontward-vergent thrust wedge with two 
significantly different topographic slopes, 9° in its front part and 36° in its rear part (Figure 4e), an average slope 
of 14°, a length of 39.4 cm, and a height of 13.7 cm (Figure 5a). The forethrusts and the backthrusts accommo-
dated 23.3% and 1.7% of the total shortening, respectively (Figure 5b), while the rest of the total shortening was 

Figure 4. Sequential sidewall views and rate fields of linear strain in X-direction (obtained from PIV analysis, with the black dashed lines showing the outlines of 
models same in Figures 7 and 8) of Type A model ZC22 at different shortening stages, showing the evolutions of deformation features and high strain rate zones with 
the increase of shortening. Numbering denotes the initiation sequence of thrusts (same in the following figures). After 45 cm shortening, this model is dominated 
by in-sequence forward developed forethrusts, showing a typical frontward-vergent thrust wedge with two significantly different topographic slopes of 9° and 36°, 
respectively, in its front and its rear parts.
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accommodated by the folding of sand layer (same in all models). The HRZLSs that are mainly along the fore-
thrusts gathered in the front part of the thrust wedge (Figure 4j).

Model ZC20 (�s∕�d = 0.09) 

Although the τs/τd ratio of this model is 0.04 higher than that of model ZC22, this model is still dominated by 
forethrusts that are usually accompanied by a conjugate transient backthrust and have a space wider than those in 
model ZC22, showing a frontward-vergent thrust wedge with two significantly different topographic slopes, 8° 
in its front part and 37° in its rear part (Figure 6a), an average slope of 14°, a length of 43.9 cm, and a height of 
15.4 cm (Figure 5a). The forethrusts and the backthrusts accommodated 23.4% and 3.4% of the total shortening, 
respectively (Figure 5b).

4.1.2. Dually Vergent Models

Models ZC19, ZC18, ZC17, and ZC16, which have a τs/τd ranging from 0.14 to 1.15 (Table 1), show a dual 
structural vergence.

Model ZC19 (�s∕�d = 0.14) 

Deformation in this model initiated with the formation of forethrusts in front of the moving back wall (Figure 7a). 
As shortening proceeded, pop-up structures, each of which is bounded by a pair of conjugate forethrust and 
backthrust, formed forward in-sequence (Figures 7b–7e). When the shortening increased from 9 to 45 cm, the 
length of thrust wedge in the models gradually increased from 19.8 to 46.8 cm, while the height of that gradually 
increased from 8.0 to 16.9 cm (Figure S2c in Supporting Information S1).

The HRZLSs in the model progressively shifted forward in-sequence while the early formed ones faded gradually 
as shortening proceeded. When the models underwent 9 cm shortening, three HRZLSs occurred along the three 
thrusts in front of the moving back wall (Figure 7f). At the stage of 18 cm shortening, the three early formed 
HRZLSs gradually faded while two new HRZLSs formed along the backthrust 4 and the forethrust 5, respectively 
(Figure 7g). As shortening increased to 27 cm, the early formed HRZLSs along thrusts 4 and 5 faded while two 
new HRZLSs formed along and in front of the forethrust 8, respectively (Figure 7h). As shortening increased 
further to 36 cm, two new HRZLSs formed along the backthrust 11 and the forethrust 12, respectively, while the 
two early formed HRZLSs along the thrusts 8 and 10 maintained active, respectively (Figure 7i). After 45 cm 
shortening, two new HRZLSs formed along the backthrust 13 and the forethrust 14. Meanwhile, except for the 
HRZLS along the forethrust 12, all of the early formed HRZLSs faded (Figure 7j).

Figure 5. (a) Plots of length, height, and average slope of the thrust wedges vs. τs/τd ratio in Type A models (measured based on Figures S2–S5 in Supporting 
Information S1). Note that as the τs/τd ratio increased, the thrust wedges show a trend of increase in their lengths, while their height and average slope increased first 
and then decreased as the τs/τd ratio exceeded 0.17. (b) Plots of the total shortening accommodated, respectively, by backthrusts and forethrusts vs. τs/τd ratio in Type A 
models. Note that as the τs/τd ratio increased, the total shortening accommodated by the forethrusts gradually decreased while the total shortening accommodated by the 
backthrusts concurrently increased.
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Figure 6.
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This model is dominated by pop-up structures, showing a dually vergent thrust wedge with a frontward preferred 
structural vergence and two significantly different topographic slopes, 6° in their front parts and 39° in their 
rear parts (Figure 7e), an average slope of 15°, a length of 46.8 cm and a height of 16.9 (Figure 5a). The fore-
thrusts and the backthrusts accommodated 18.9% and 7.6% of the total shortening, respectively (Figure 5b). The 
HRZLSs that are along both the forethrusts and backthrusts gathered in the anterior half of the thrust wedge's 
front part (Figure 7j).

Models ZC18 (�s∕�d = 0.15) , ZC17 (�s∕�d = 0.17) , and ZC16 (�s∕�d = 1.15) 

These three models have a similar deformation process to model ZC19. Models ZC18 and ZC17 are also domi-
nated by pop-up structures (Figures 6b and 6c), while model ZC16 is dominated equivalently by forethrusts and 
backthrusts, accompanied by a conjugate transient backthrust or forethrust (Figure 6d). They show dually vergent 
thrust wedges with two significantly different topographic slopes. As the τs/τd ratio increased, the preferred 
structural vergence of these models changed gradually from frontward (Figure 7e) to weak frontward (Figure 6b) 
and then to backward (Figures 6c and 6d). After 45 cm shortening, models ZC18, ZC17 have an average slope 
of 15° (same as model ZC19), while model ZC16 has an average slope of 10° (Figure 5a). Their front and rear 
parts have a slope of 4°–6° and 38°–40°, respectively (Figures 6b–6d). The thrust wedges in these models have 

Figure 6. Sidewall views of Type A models after 45 cm shortening. (a) Model ZC20, dominated by in-sequence forward developed forethrusts, usually accompanied 
by a conjugate transient backthrust, showing a frontward-vergent thrust wedge with two significantly different topographic slopes of 9° and 36°, respectively, in its 
front and its rear parts. (b) Model ZC18, dominated by in-sequence forward developed pop-up structures, showing a typical dually vergent thrust wedge with a weak 
frontward preferred vergence and two significantly different topographic slopes of 4° and 39°, respectively, in its front and its rear parts. (c) Model ZC17, dominated by 
in-sequence forward developed pop-up structures, showing a dually vergent thrust wedge with a backward preferred vergence and two significantly different topographic 
slopes of 6° and 38°, respectively, in its front and its rear parts. (d) Model ZC16, dominated by both forethrusts and backthrusts, usually accompanied by a conjugate 
transient backthrust or forethrust, showing a dually vergent thrust wedge with a backward preferred vergence and two significantly different topographic slopes of 5° and 
40°, respectively, in its front and its rear parts. (e) Model ZC12, dominated by in-sequence forward developed backthrusts, showing a purely backward-vergent thrust 
wedge with a topographic slope of 3°.

Figure 7. Sequential sidewall views and rate fields of linear strain in X-direction of Type A model ZC19 at different shortening stages, showing the evolutions of 
deformation features and high strain rate zones with the increase of shortening. After 45 cm shortening, this model is dominated by in-sequence forward developed 
pop-up structures (bounded by a pair of conjugate forethrust and backthrust, respectively), showing a dually vergent thrust wedge with a frontward preferred vergence 
and two significantly different topographic slopes of 6° and 39°, respectively, in its front and its rear parts.
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a length of 46.8–48.6 cm and a height of 16.8–17.4 cm (Figure 5a). The forethrusts and the backthrusts in these 
models accommodated 21.4% and 10.8% (ZC18), 16.2% and 11.2% (ZC17) and 16.6% and 23.1% (ZC16) of the 
total shortening, respectively (Figure 5b).

4.1.3. Backward-Vergent Models

Models ZC13, ZC33, ZC25, ZC24, and ZC12, which have a τs/τd ranging from 1.38 to 105.10 (Table 1; Figures 
S3–S5 in Supporting Information S1), generally show a backward structural vergence.

Model ZC13 (�s∕�d = 1.38) 

Deformation in this model initiated with the formation of a backthrust accompanied by a conjugate transient 
forethrust in front of the moving back wall (Figure 8a), followed by a pop-up structure in front of it (Figure 8b). 
As shortening proceeded, new backthrusts usually accompanied by a conjugate transient forethrust formed in-se-
quence forward (Figures 8c–8e). As shortening increased from 9 to 45 cm, the length and height of thrust wedge 
in this model gradually increased from 24.0 to 49.6 cm and from 7.7 to 13.7 cm, respectively (Figure S2g in 
Supporting Information S1).

With the increase of shortening, the HRZLSs in this model progressively shifted forward in-sequence, while 
most of the early formed ones maintained their activities (Figures 8f–8j). At the stage of 9 cm shortening, three 
HRZLSs occurred in front of the moving back wall along the backthrust 1 and the upcoming thrusts 3 and 4 
(Figure 8f). As shortening increased to 18 cm, a new HRZLS formed along the backthrust 6, while the two early 
formed HRZLSs along thrusts 3 and 4 gradually faded and the early formed HRZLS along the backthrust 1 main-
tained active (Figure 8g). After 27 cm shortening, a new HRZLS formed along the backthrust 7, while the early 
formed HRZLSs along the backthrusts 1 and 6 maintained their activities (Figure 8h). As shortening increased 
further to 36 cm, two new HRZLSs formed along the backthrust 10 and the forethrust 11, respectively, while the 
three early formed HRZLSs, respectively, along the backthrusts 1, 6, and 7 maintained active (Figure 8i). After 
45 cm shortening, a new HRZLS formed along the backthrust 12 while the early formed HRZLS along the fore-
thrust 11 faded. All of the early formed HRZLSs along the backthrusts remained active (Figure 8j).

Figure 8. Sequential sidewall views and rate fields of linear strain in X-direction of Type A model ZC13 at different shortening stages, showing the evolutions of 
deformation features and high strain rate zones with the increase of shortening. After 45 cm shortening, this model is dominated by in-sequence forward developed 
backthrusts, each of which is accompanied by one or two conjugate transient forethrusts, showing a backward-vergent thrust wedge with two significantly different 
topographic slopes of 6° and 40°, respectively, in its front and its rear parts.
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This model is dominated by in-sequence forward developed backthrusts, 
each of which is accompanied by one or two conjugate transient forethrusts, 
showing a backward-vergent thrust wedge with two significantly different 
topographic slopes, 6° in its front part and 40° in its rear part (Figure 8e), an 
average slope of 11°, a length of 49.6 cm, and a height of 13.7 cm (Figure 5a). 
The forethrusts and the backthrusts accommodated 6.0% and 26.2% of the 
total shortening, respectively (Figure 5b). The HRZLSs that are mainly along 
the backthrusts are distributed over almost the entire range of the thrust 
wedge (Figure 8j).

Models ZC33 (�s∕�d = 10.48) , ZC25 (�s∕�d = 45.31) ,

ZC24 (�s∕�d = 87.60) , and ZC12 (�s∕�d = 105.10)
 

As the τs/τd ratio increased, in these four models the total shortening accom-
modated by the backthrusts gradually increased, while the total shortening 
accommodated by the forethrusts decreased further and thus the conjugate 
transient forethrusts that accompanied the backthrusts gradually disappeared 
(Figures S3–S5 in Supporting Information S1), resulting in the occurrence 
of purely backward-vergent thrust wedge (Figure  6e). The total shorten-
ings accommodated by the forethrusts in these four models are 5.4%, 3.3%, 
2.7%, and 1.6% and the total shortenings accommodated by the backthrusts 
are 32.3%, 39.5%, 41.4%, and 42.3%, respectively (Figure  5b). The thrust 
wedges in these models have a relatively uniform topographic slope of 3°, 
a length of 49.5, 45.6, 48.9, and 50.5 cm, and a height of 7.8, 7.3, 7.2, and 
7.2 cm, respectively (Figure 5a).

4.2. Type B Models

The three representatives (Table  2) of Type B models show that as the  
τs/τd ratios increased, the upper thrust system (UTS) of these models changed 
their structural vergence from frontward (ZC49) to dual (ZC47) and then to 
backward (ZC52) while their lower thrust system (LTS) remained a purely 
backward vergence.

4.2.1. Model ZC49 (τs2/τd2 = 0.34; τs1/τd1 = 15.86)

Deformation in this model initiated in front of the moving back wall, with the formation of a backthrust in its 
LTS and a backthrust accompanied by two conjugate transient forethrusts in its UTS (Figure 9a). As shortening 
increased, new backthrusts and forethrusts formed in-sequence forward in the LTS and the UTS, respectively. 
When the model experienced 18 cm shortening, a new backthrust developed forward in its LTS and two fore-
thrusts with a conjugate transient backthrust formed forward in its UTS (Figure 9b). As shortening increased to 
27 cm, a new forethrust formed forward in its UTS, but no new thrust was formed in its LTS (Figure 9c). At the 
stage of 36 cm shortening, two new backthrusts formed forward in the LTS while two new forethrusts with a 
conjugate transient backthrust formed forward in the UTS (Figure 9d).

After 45 cm shortening, the thrust wedge in this model has a length of 49.5 cm and a height of 18.5 cm (Figure 10a). 
The LTS is dominated by backthrusts, showing a purely backward-vergent thrust wedge with an average slope 
of ∼7°, while the UTS is dominated by forethrusts, showing a typical frontward-vergent thrust wedge with an 
average slope of ∼12°(Figures 9e and 10a). The total shortening accommodated, respectively, by forethrusts and 
backthrusts in the LST is 0% and 53.0%, while that in the UTS is 26.9% and 2.5% (Figure 10b).

4.2.2. Model ZC47 (τs2/τd2 = 0.81; τs1/τd1 = 37.36)

Deformation in this model initiated in front of the moving back wall, with the formation of a backthrust in both 
its LTS and its UTS, accompanied by a conjugate transient forethrust (Figures 11a). As shortening increased, 
new backthrusts, occasionally accompanied by a conjugate transient forethrust, formed in-sequence forward in 
the LTS, while new forethrusts accompanied by a conjugate transient backthrust or backthrusts accompanied by 

Figure 9. Sequential sidewall views of Type B model ZC49 at different 
shortening stages. After 45 cm shortening, the lower thrust system of the 
model is dominated by in-sequence forward developed backthrusts, showing 
a purely backward-vergent thrust wedge with a taper of ∼7°, while the upper 
thrust system of the model is dominated by in-sequence forward developed 
forethrusts, showing a typical frontward-vergent thrust wedge with a 
topographic slope of ∼12°.
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a conjugate transient forethrust formed forward in the UTS. As shortening 
increased to 18 cm, a new backthrust developed forward in its LTS, while two 
forethrusts, one of which was accompanied by a conjugate transient back-
thrust, formed forward in its UTS (Figures  11b). When the model under-
went 27 cm shortening, two new forethrusts formed forward in its UTS, one 
of which was accompanied by a conjugate transient backthrust, but no new 
thrust was formed in its LTS (Figures 11c). As shortening increased further to 
36 cm, one new backthrust accompanied by a conjugate transient forethrust 
formed forward in the LTS while two new forethrusts formed forward in the 
UTS (Figures 11d). As shortening increased to 45 cm, one new backthrust 
accompanied by a forethrust formed forward in the UTS (Figures 11e).

After 45 cm shortening, the thrust wedge in this model has a length of 50.8 cm 
and a height of 15.4 cm (Figure 10a). The LTS is dominated by backthrusts, 
showing a purely backward-vergent thrust wedge with an average slope of 
∼3°, while the UTS is dominated by forethrusts and backthrusts, showing 
a dually vergent thrust wedge with a topographic slope of ∼8° (Figures 11e 
and 10a). The total shortening accommodated, respectively, by forethrusts 
and backthrusts in the LST is 2.9% and 53.1%, while that in the UTS is 31.8% 
and 3.2% (Figure 10b).

4.2.3. Model ZC52 (τs2/τd2 = 5.00; τs1/τd1 = 68.63)

Deformation in this model initiated in front of the moving back wall, with the 
formation of a backthrust in both its LTS and its UTS, accompanied by a conju-
gate transient forethrust in the LTS (Figure 12a). As shortening increased, new 
backthrusts formed in-sequence forward in both the LTS and the UTS. When 
the model experienced 18 cm shortening, a new backthrust developed forward 
in both its LTS and its UTS (Figure 12b). At the stage of 27 cm shortening, one 
more backthrust formed forward in both its LTS and its UTS (Figure 12c). As 
shortening increased further to 36 cm, two new backthrusts formed forward in 
the UTS, but no new backthrust was formed in the LTS (Figure 12d).

Figure 10. (a) Histograms of length and height of the thrust wedges and average slopes of the upper thrust system (UTS) 
and the lower thrust system (LTS) in Type B models (measured based on Figures 9, 11 and 12). Note that as the τs/τd ratio 
increased, the thrust wedges show a trend of increase in their lengths, while their height and average slopes gradually 
decreased. (b) Histograms of the total shortening accommodated, respectively, by forethrusts and backthrusts of Type B 
models. Note that as the τs/τd ratio increased, the total shortening accommodated by the forethrusts in the LTS and by the 
backthrusts in both the LTS and the UTS increased.

Figure 11. Sequential sidewall views of Type B model ZC47 at different 
shortening stages. After 45 cm shortening, the lower thrust system of the 
model is dominated by in-sequence forward developed backthrusts, showing 
a purely backward-vergent thrust wedge with a taper of ∼3°, while the upper 
thrust system of the model is dominated equivalently by forethrusts and 
backthrusts, showing a dually vergent thrust wedge with a topographic slope 
of ∼8°.
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After 45  cm shortening, the thrust wedge in this model has a length of 
52.1 cm and a height of 15.3 cm (Figure 10a). Both the LTS and the UTS are 
dominated by backthrusts, showing a purely backward-vergent thrust wedge 
with an average slope of ∼2° and ∼4°, respectively (Figures 12e and 10a). 
The total shortening accommodated, respectively, by forethrusts and back-
thrusts in the LST is 7.0% and 68.3%, while that in the UTS is 0% and 20.4% 
(Figure 10b).

5. Discussion
5.1. Relationship Between τs/τd Ratio and Structural Vergence of 
Thrust Wedges

Results of our models with a τs/τd ratio from 0.05 to 105.1 clearly show 
that the structural vergence of thrust wedges may change with the variation 
of τs/τd ratio. This demonstrates that τs/τd ratio is a key factor determining 
the structural vergence of thrust wedges and corroborates that the origin or 
dynamics of thrust wedges needs to be considered from a 3D perspective 
because τs is inherent in both analogue models and nature (Vendeville, 2007). 
Type A models indicate that in the presence of one weak basal décollement, 
frontward-, dually and backward-vergent thrust wedges may occur when the 
τs/τd <0.09, = 0.09–1.15, and >1.15, respectively, and in particular, purely 
frontward- and purely backward-vergent thrust wedges may occur when their 
τs/τd <0.05 and >105, respectively (Figure 13a). Generally, as the τs/τd ratio 
increased, the thrust wedges show a trend of increase in their lengths, while 
their height and average slope increased first and then decreased as the τs/τd 
ratio exceeded 0.17 (Figure 5a). Meanwhile, the total shortening accommo-
dated by backthrusts may gradually increase, whereas the total shortening 
accommodated by forethrusts may decrease generally (Figure 5b). In addi-
tion, the model ZC18 with a τs/τd ratio of 0.15 shows a dually vergent thrust 

wedge with a weak frontward preferred vergence (Figure 6b), while the model ZC17 with a τs/τd ratio of 0.17 
shows a dually vergent thrust wedge with a backward preferred vergence (Figure 6c). This fact suggests that the 

Figure 12. Sequential sidewall views of Type B model ZC52 at different 
shortening stages. After 45 cm shortening, both the lower and the upper 
thrust systems of the model are dominated by in-sequence forward developed 
backthrusts, showing purely backward-vergent thrust wedges with a taper of 
∼2° and a topographic slope of ∼4°, respectively.

Figure 13. τs/τd ratio dependence of structural vergence. (a) Results of Type A models, showing that frontward-, dually 
and backward-vergent thrust wedges occurred when τs/τd <0.09, = 0.09–1.15 and >1.15, respectively, and that the purely 
frontward-vergent and purely backward-vergent thrust wedges occurred when the τs/τd <0.05 and >105, respectively. (b) 
Results of the models of Gutscher et al. (2001, based on Figure 4 of theirs), showing that frontward-, dually and backward-
vergent thrust wedges occurred when τs/τd <0.06, >0.13, and = 0.06–1.15, respectively. The τs/τd ratios were estimated 
by assuming that in their models the Rhone-Poulenc silicone gel may have a viscosity of 2 × 10 4 Pa·s, and the frictional 
coefficient between the quartz sand and the sidewalls and the bulk density of quartz sand may be 0.15 and 1.43 g/cm 3, 
respectively.
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reversal of preferred vergence in dually vergent thrust wedges may occur at a certain τs/τd ratio between 0.15 and 
0.17.

5.2. Comparisons of Different Models

Up to now, more than two hundred papers of the analogue modeling of thrust wedges have been published 
on mainstream geoscience journals, but only five of them (Vendeville, 1991, 2007, reported in abstract form; 
Costa & Vendeville, 2004; Souloumiac et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2016) explicitly pointed out that direction and 
magnitude of lateral shear stress may affect the structural vergence and evolution of thrust wedges and less than 
10 of these papers concerned the models with two décollements. Except for the models of Zhou et al. (2016), 
the already published models have rarely been provided with a quantitative estimate of τs/τd ratio or lateral shear 
stress. So, it is difficult to compare our models with those already published models at a quantitative level in the 
context of the relationship between τs/τd ratio and structural vergence of thrust wedges, thus we had to limit the 
comparisons of different models mainly among Type A and Type B models, the models of Zhou et al. (2016) as 
well as the models of Gutscher et al. (2001).

Although both Type A and Type B models show progressive change in structural vergence with the increase of 
τs/τd ratio, the τs/τd ratios for the occurrence of purely backward vergence in the two types of models are very 
different. Purely backward vergence occurred in Type A models (with one weak décollement) when the τs/τd 
ratio reached ∼105 (Figure 13a), whereas it occurred in the UTS and the LTS of Type B models (with two weak 
décollements) when the τs/τd ratio reached only 5.00 (Figure 12) and 15.86 (Figure 9), respectively, much less 
than that for Type A models. In addition, the τs/τd ratios for occurrence of frontward vergence in the two types of 
models are also apparently different. The τs/τd ratio for the occurrence of frontward vergence in the UTS of Type 
B models is 0.34 (Figure 9), apparently larger than that (0.09) in Type A models (Figure 13a). This suggests that 
deformation in adjacent thrust systems at different levels may change the relationship between the τs/τd ratio and 
the structural vergence of thrust wedges.

Significant difference in structural vergence can also be observed between the models with different boundary 
conditions. The model of Zhou et al. (2016) with a front-stop and a back-stop and a τs/τd ratio of 0.3 shows a 
backward vergence (see Figure 6d in Zhou et al., 2016), whereas Type A models with similar τs/τd ratios show 
a dual vergence (Figure 13a). Similarly, the model of Zhou et al. (2016) with a τs/τd ratio of 20 shows a dual 
vergence (Figure 6a in Zhou et al., 2016), whereas Type A models with similar τs/τd ratios show a typical back-
ward vergence (Figure 13a). This suggests that boundary conditions may influence the relationship between the 
τs/τd ratio and the structural vergence of thrust wedges.

The models of Zhou et al. (2016) clearly indicated that different τs directions may result in significant differences 
in the relationship between the τs/τd ratio and the structural vergence of thrust wedges (for details, see Figure 6 
in Zhou et al., 2016). Similar differences may also be observed between the models (base-pull type models) of 
Gutscher et al. (2001), which have a τs with the same direction as the shortening and a rigid backstop with a slope 
of ∼20° (see Figure 3 in Gutscher et al., 2001), and our Type A models (back wall-push type models) with a τs 
direction opposite to the shortening direction. Assuming that in Gutscher et al.’s (2001) models the Rhone-Pou-
lenc silicone gel may have a viscosity of 2 × 10 4 Pa·s (similar to that of the Rhone-Poulenc GS1R gum in Basile 
& Brun, 1999), and the frictional coefficient between the quartz sand and the sidewalls and the bulk density of 
quartz sand may be 0.15 and 1.43 g/cm 3 (similar to those in our models), respectively (these parameters have not 
been provided in their models), the relationship between the τs/τd ratio and the structural vergence in their models 
may be estimated as shown in Figure 13b. It is indicated that in Gutscher et al.’s (2001) models frontward-ver-
gent thrust wedges occurred when the τs/τd ratio is in a range of <0.06 (Figure 13b), which is comparable to that 
(<0.09) in our Type A models (Figure 13a). However, backward-vergent (or landward-vergent) thrust wedges 
in Gutscher et al.’s (2001) models occurred when the τs/τd ratio is in a narrow range of 0.06–0.13 (Figure 13b), 
which is much narrower and less than that (>1.15) in our Type A models (Figure 13a). Additionally, in Gutscher 
et  al.’s  (2001) models dually vergent thrust wedges formed when the τs/τd ratio is in a wide range of >0.13 
(Figure 13b), whereas in our Type A models they formed when the τs/τd ratio is in a narrow range of 0.09–1.15 
(Figure 13a). In particular, as the τs/τd ratio increased (or the convergence rate decreased), in our Type A models 
structural vergence progressively changed from frontward-vergent to dual-vergent and then to backward-vergent, 
which is compatible with the prediction of Coulomb wedge theory and results of previous analogue models (e.g., 
Bonini, 2007; Buiter, 2012; Costa & Vendeville, 2002; Huiqi, et al., 1992), whereas in Gutscher et al.’s (2001) 
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models structural vergence changed from frontward-vergent directly to backward-vergent, skipping over dual-ver-
gent (Figure 13b).

Additionally, it is worth mentioning that previous models with two décollements also reproduced different struc-
tural vergences concurrently at different levels. Their upper and lower thrust systems may have a frontward-, 
dual- and backward-vergence, respectively (e.g., Bonini,  2001,  2003; Borderie et  al.,  2018; Couzens-Schultz 
et al., 2003; Mugnier et al., 1997; Pichot & Nalpas, 2009; Sherkati et al., 2006). But none of them aimed to 
reproduce a thrust wedge similar to the ESXFTB (Figure 2b), concurrently with a purely backward-vergent lower 
thrust system and a typical frontward-vergent upper thrust system, because this type of thrust wedges is uncom-
mon in the world.

Above facts suggest that deformation in adjacent thrust systems at different levels, boundary conditions, and 
direction of lateral shear stress may influence the relationship between the τs/τd ratio and the structural vergence 
of thrust wedges. However, due to the lack of sufficient experiments, the influences of these factors as well as 
the width of model on the relationship between the τs/τd ratio and the structural vergence of thrust wedges are 
far from being fully understood and hence further studies are definitely necessary. Our models corroborated that 
dynamic or origin analysis of thrust wedges should be considered from a 3D perspective (i.e., considering the 
effect of lateral shear stress). Unlike the 2D dynamic analysis, 3D dynamic analysis of thrust wedges cannot be 
simply based on the classic Coulomb wedge theory (that considers only a 2D perspective) and the adoption of 
2D Mohr diagram, and hence definitely needs adoptions of 3D mechanical analysis tool or software. This work, 
however, has never been done in previous studies. It would be a special topic of further studies and could be 
expected to provide a universal explanation for the dynamics or origin of all kinds of thrust wedges.

5.3. Origin of the ESXFTB

Although passive-roof duplex structures, such as those occurring in the Kirthar and Sulaiman fold-thrust belts 
of Pakistan, the central Canadian Cordilleran fold-thrust belt, and the Amadeus Basin of Australia (Banks & 
Warburton, 1986; Lebel et al., 1996; Teyssier, 1985), may also comprise two oppositely vergent thrust systems 
that developed concurrently at different crustal levels, their LTS and UTS usually have a typical frontward 
vergence and a typical backward vergence, respectively (Figure  14c), just opposite to those of the ESXFTB 
(Figure  14a). Additionally, passive-roof duplexes are usually confined to the front parts of fold-thrust belts, 
whereas in the ESXFTB the two oppositely vergent thrust systems occupy almost the whole of the fold-thrust belt 
(Figure 14a). It is therefore indicated that the origin of the ESXFTB cannot be explained simply by the model of 
passive-roof duplex.

Figure 14. Comparison of Type B model ZC47 with the ESXFTB and passive-roof duplex model. (a) Cross section showing structural features of the ESXFTB 
(redrawn from Figure 2b). (b) Result of Type B model ZC49 (redrawn from Figure 9e). (c) Passive-roof duplex model (modified by Couzens-Schultz et al. [2003] after 
Banks and Warburton [1986]).
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Results of Type B models indicate that in the presence of two weak basal décollements, two thrust systems at 
different levels may have same, different, and even opposite structural vergences, depending on the combination 
of different τs1/τd1 and τs2/τd2 ratios (Figures 9, 11 and 12). Type B model ZC49 (Figure 14b), which has a τs1/
τd1 ratio of 15.86 and a τs2/τd2 ratio of 0.34, well reproduced a thrust wedge similar to the ESXFTB (Figure 14a), 
simultaneously with a purely backward-vergent lower thrust system and a typical frontward-vergent upper thrust 
system (Figure 14b). The result, together with the fact that no evidence for deformation superimposition in the 
middle crustal thrust system can be observed from the cross section of the ESXFTB (Figure 14a), suggests that 
the two oppositely vergent thrust systems at different levels in the ESXFTB are not necessarily the products of 
two opposite shortening events; conversely, they are most likely the results of the single northwestward Mesozoic 
shortening due to their apparently different τs/τd ratios.

6. Conclusions
1.  The τs/τd ratio is probably a key factor determining the structural vergence of thrust wedges. Under the condi-

tion of one weak décollement, frontward-, dually and backward-vergent thrust wedges may occur when the τs/
τd <0.09, = 0.09–1.15 and >1.15, respectively. In particular, purely frontward- and purely backward-vergent 
thrust wedges may occur when their τs/τd <0.05 and >105, respectively, and the reversal of preferred vergence 
in dually vergent thrust wedges may occur at a certain τs/τd ratio between 0.15 and 0.17.

2.  Two oppositely vergent thrust systems at different levels can be produced simultaneously in a single short-
ening process due to their apparently different τs/τd ratios. The particular structure in the ESXFTB is not 
necessarily a superposition result of two opposite shortening events but is most likely a product of the single 
northwestward Mesozoic shortening.

3.  The relationship between the τs/τd ratio and the structural vergence of thrust wedges is far from being fully 
understood due to the lack of sufficient experiments. Origin or dynamics of thrust wedges should be consid-
ered from a 3D perspective and needs adoptions of 3D mechanical analysis tool or software, which could be 
expected to provide a universal explanation for the origin of all kinds of thrust wedges.

Data Availability Statement
The data supporting the findings of this study are available within the article and its supplementary material. 
The supplemental information of this work contains additional figures and videos of the models (https://doi.
org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19102760).
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